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Organisations:
1. 4-B foundation
2. A Help Organization
3. A.V.S.S Ekalpur Ganjam Odisha
4. Aabu Street Wender Union Rajasthan
5. Aaburoad Thula Vyabsayi Sangthan Rajasthan
6. AALPE-NGO
7. ACAUT Nagaland
8. Accountable Citizen Forum & CERT
9. Act Now for Hormony And Democracy (ANHAD)
10. Action 2015 Karnataka
11. Adavala Hakkula Sangham
12. Adima Adhibasi Ekta Mancha Boudha Odisha
13. Adivasi Adhikar Andolana Odisha Kandhamal Odisha
14. Adivasi Harijan Unayan Parissad
15. Adivasi Janajati Adhikar Manch Odisha Nabarangpur Odisha
16. Adivasi Moolvasi Asisttak循 extract Khaka Manch Ranchi Jharkhand
17. Adivasi Vikas Samanway Samiti
18. Adivista Tallital Nainital
19. Agartala Tripura
20. Ageing Research Foundation of India
21. AIDWA
22. AIINA Kandhamal
23. Akhil Bhartiya Khet Mandoor Union
24. All Adivasi Women Association of Assam
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58. Adivasi Adhikar Andolana Odisha Kandhamal Odisha
59. ARDS-NGO, Palacodu
60. ARM
61. Arunthathiyar Makkal Munnetra Kalagam (AMMK)
62. Aryapuri Colony, Pakri Bhojpur
63. ASEEM
64. Asia Dalit Rights Forum
65. Assam Network of Positive People
66. Association For Promotion Sustainable Development, Hisar
67. Association For Social And Human Awareness (ASHA)
68. Association of Parents of Disappeared Persons (APDP)
69. Atha Kosia Sangathan Sundargarh Odisha
70. ATMASHAKTI TRUST
71. Ave Maria
72. Avirbhav Bangomunda Balangir Odisha
73. Awadh Peoples Forum
74. Award NGO, Papaireddipatti
75. Azad Foundation
76. B R Ambedkar Sewa Samiti
77. Badagaon, Ghosi, Mau.
78. Badohi Hawker Union UP
79. Bagaicha Research & Action Centre, Ranchi, Jharkhand
80. Baidya Bhaban Gosshala Cuttack Odisha
81. Baitarani
82. Banabasi Surakshya Parisad Kandhamal Odisha
83. Banabasi Vikas Parisad Paniganda Gajapati Odisha
84. Banashankari Jilla Dalit Sangathan Palampur Gujarat
85. Banashankari Jilla Hath Vanat Karigar Sangh
86. Bandi Adhikar Aayogan Bihar
87. Bengal Manabadhikar Suraksha Mancha (MASUM)
88. Bara Power plant Virodhi Andolan
89. Barak Human Rights Protection Committee
90. Barak Human Rights Protection Committee (BHRPC)
91. BBS Koraput
92. Bhuswan Theatre Gujarat
93. Bihar Hunger Free Bihar Campaign
94. Bikaner Bihar Mahili Mayurbhanch Odisha
95. BKS Koraput
96. Bold Initiative Research & Documentation (BIRD) trust.
97. Bombay Catholic Sabha, Mumbai, Maharashtra
98. Borok People’s Human Rights Organization (BPHRO) Agartala Tripura
99. BPSV, Palacodu
100. Bunkar Youth Organization
101. CACS Campaign Against Fabricated Cases Cuttack Odisha
102. CAF-Campaign Against Custodial Justice and Abolition of Torture
103. CAFC-Campaign Against Fabricated Cases Cuttack Odisha
104. Campaign Against Camp Coolie System
105. Campaign Against Child Labour (CACL)
106. Campaign For Custodial Justice and Abolition of Torture
107. Campaign For Peace and Development (CAPEG)
108. Campaign For Survival & Dignity Odisha Bhubaneswar
109. CCSR Lucknow Uttar Pradesh
110. Center for Advocacy and Studies Ahmedabad
111. Centre for Action Research & People’s Development (CARPED)
112. Centre for Budget and Governance Accountability (CBGA)
113. Centre for Equity Studies
126. Centre for Health And Resource Management (CHARM)/ Jan swasthaya Abhigyan Bihar
127. Centre for Holistic Development (CHD)
128. Centre for Law & Development
129. Centre for Organisation Research & Education (CORE)
130. Centre for Peace Studies
131. Centre for Research and Advocacy Manipur (CRAM)
132. Centre for Rights. Rampachowdavaram
133. Centre for Social Equity and Inclusion (CSEI)
134. Centre for Social Justice, Ahmedabad
135. Chasi Adhikar Sangram Manch Ganjam Odisha
136. Chennai District Small Vendors And Hawkers Union Chennai
137. Chetna Sansthan Raggarh Alwar Rajasthan
138. Chetna Stannik Sangh Baragarh Odisha
139. Chetna Gramin Vikas samiti Sarguja Chhattisgarh
140. Chhai Bhubaneswar
141. Chhatisgadi Kalayan Sanstha Nagpur Maharashtra
142. Chhatisgarh Mahila Jagriti Sangthan Raipur Chhatisgarh
143. Chhattisgarh / National Adiwiwi Peoples Federation
144. Chhattisgarh Bal Shramik Sangathan
145. Chhattisgarh Chemical Mill Mazdoor Sangh Durg Chhattisgarh
146. Chhattisgarh Labour Institute
147. Chhattisgarh Mahila Jagriti Sangthan Raipur
148. Child Rights Advocacy Foundation
149. Child Rights Bhubaneswar
150. Child Rights Collectives Gujarat (CRC-G)
151. Chirag Bihar
152. Citizens Concern for Dams and Development (CCDD)
153. Citizens for Human Rights Movement
154. Citizens for Justice and Peace
155. CityMakers Mission International
156. Civil Society Coalition for Human Rights in Manipur and the UN (CSCHR), Manipur
157. Civil Society Forum on Human Rights (CSFHR) Odisha
158. Civil Society Women Organization(CSWO) Shillong
159. CLAP
160. CMSF
161. Co-Allition For Organ Failure Solution (COFS)
162. Coimbatore District Union Tamil Nadu
163. Coimbatore Human Rights Forum (CHRFL)
164. COLE
165. Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI)
166. communist workers' platform
167. Compart - NGO
168. COPHEE Jajpur Odisha
169. CORD Kushalnagar Karnataka
170. CREFTD Jaspur
171. CRSD Anantapur
172. CSD Odisha
173. CSEI
174. CSFHR
175. CSL
176. CSNR Bhubaneswar
177. CWD Koraput
178. DAHAR Sundargarh
179. Dalit Action Group
180. Dalit Association For Social And Human Rights Awareness
181. Dalit Human Rights federation, Palacodu
182. Dalit Mukti Mission
183. Dalit Vikas Abhiyan Samiti
184. Dalit Yuba Sangathan
185. Darshan Organisation Ahmedabad Gujarat
186. Dasha Foundation Ahmedabad Gujarat
187. DASHRA
188. December 3 Movement
189. Deen Bandhu Samaj Sahyog
190. Deep Jyoti Kalyan Sansthan
191. DEEPS (Development Education and Environment Protection Society)
192. Delhi Hawkers Foundation
193. Dharab Kudrat Jal Sansadhan Bacho Samiti Mandvi Kutch Gujarat
194. Dhemaji, Assam
195. Dima Hasao Assam
196. DIS Suraksha Rakshak Kamnagar Sanghatana Nagpur Maharashtra
197. DISHA
198. District Hawkers Federation Palwal Haryana
199. Domestic Labour Organisation Bhubaneswar
200. Domestic Workers Welfare Association
201. Dost Seva Sansthan, Kanpur, UP.
202. Dostana Safar
Dr. Ambedkar Kalvi & Kodai Atakattalai, Karur

203. Dravidar Viduthalai Kazhagam, Tamil Nadu
204. DWF (Dalit Women Forum) Hyderabad
206. Ekalavya Children’s Home, RJY
207. Ekalavya Bragarch
208. Ekta Mahila Manch
209. Ekta Parishad
210. EKT A Resource Centre- Madurai
211. Erode District Street Vendors & Hawkers Association Tamil Nadu
212. Evangelical Fellowship of India
213. Everest Trust, Kannakurichi
214. Fair Trade Alliance
215. Farmers Grievances Redressal Forum
216. FARR
217. Federation of Consumer Organisation Tamilnadu & Pondichery
218. Federation: Dalit Mahila Sangharsh Manch
219. Fellowship Bhadrak
220. FIAN
221. Food Khokha Vyavaya Hawkers Nainital Uttarakhand
222. Footpath Vayabhsayi Sangathan Doongarpur Rajasthan
223. Forum Against Corruption & Threats (FACT)
224. FOREWORD Chennai Tamil Nadu
225. FREEDOM
226. Freedom Satasankha Puri
227. FREMSS Odisha
228. Gaon Bachao Andolan
229. Gelaya
230. Gharelu Kamgar Molkarni Sanghatna Nagpur Maharashtra
231. Global Aid-Ability in disability
232. Global Human Rights Communications Bhubaneswar
233. Godavari Bachao Andolan Ahamadnagar Maharashtra
234. Gogamukh Dhemaji Assam
235. Good Shepherds Society
236. Gopiganj Hawker Union UP
237. Gorakhpur Hawker Union UP
238. Gram Mitra
239. Gram Sikshan Paryavaran Sanstha Chamoli- Uttarakhand
240. Gram Swaraj Vikash Samiti Sambalpur
241. Gramin Jivan Vikas Training and Research Institute
242. Gramin Vikas Sramik Sangh Jarakat Jajpur Odisha
243. Gramrajya Vikas Evam Prashikshan Sansthan (GVPS) SUMA /
244. Gramya Sansthan
245. Grassroot shillong
246. Gritha Adhikar Mancha (GAM)
247. GSVS
248. Gujarat Fish Workers Forum Gujarat
249. HAQ: Centre for Child Rights
250. Haryana Hawkers Union
251. Haryana Nav Yuva Kala Sangam
252. Hawkers Federation Chittodgarh Rajasthan
253. HDF
254. Healing Touch Anand
255. Health Initiative
256. Health Watch Forum
257. Health Watch Forum-Bihar
258. Heart Sirttiguda Kandhamal Odisha
259. Himmat Ahmedabad
260. Hindustan Jan Kalyan Sewa Sansthan
261. HOPE (Holistic Approach for People’s Empowerment) Puducherry
262. Housing and Land Rights Network
263. HRC Network
264. HRD kendujhar
265. HRDA Women in Governance-NE (WinG-NE)
266. Human Rights Advocacy And Research Foundation (HRF)
267. Human Rights Alert
268. Human Rights Council
269. Human Rights Defenders Alert
270. Human Rights Education & Protection Council
271. Human Rights Organisation
272. Humane Koraput Odisha
273. Hungerfree West Bengal Campaign (HFWB Campaign)
274. IHRE
275. Impulse NGO Network
276. India Against Corruption
277. India Alliance for Child Rights
278. Indian Social Action Forum (INSAF)
279. Indian Social Institute
280. Indigenous Perspectives
281. Indigenous Perspectives Imphal Manipur
282. Indigenous Women Forum Northeast India, Kohima Nagaland
283. Indigenous Youth Federation of Tripura
284. Indraprastha Public Affairs Centre (IPAC)
285. INSAAF- A –Tanzum
286. INSAF
287. INSOCO Indian Solidarity Committee Ernakulam Kerala
288. Institute of Development Education Action & Studies (I.D.E.A.S)
289. Institute of Policy Studies and Advocacy (IPSA)
290. IPFO
291. IPTA Bhubaneswar
292. IRC Village BBSR
293. IRDO -Paapatapatti
294. ISWO Dhunkanal
295. IZAD / Muliik Adikar Lok Manch Bihar
296. IZAD, Patna
297. J N Bonoah Lane Joropakhuri Guwahati
298. Jagarti Sewa Samiti
299. Jagdalpur Legal Aid Group
300. JAGRUTI
301. Jahan -E – Niswa Ahmedabad
303. Jan Hak Manch Dehradun, Uttarakhand
304. Jan Kalyan Parishad Haryana
305. Jan Sangharsh Samanvay Samiti
306. Jan Sangharsh Samiti Jashpur
307. Jan Sewa Prashikshan Santhan U.P.
308. Jan Vikas Sansthan
309. Jan Vikas Seva Mandal – Borsad Anand Gujarat
310. Jana Jagratha Samithi Pathanamthitta Dist Kerala
311. Jana Satyagraha Odisha Tangi Puri Odisha
312. Jana Vikas Kandhamal
313. Jananethi
314. Janaswartha Surashayaa Parisad Mahanga Odisha
315. Janhit Chhattisgarh Vikas Samiti
316. Jankalyan Shikshan Prakashishan Samiti Pilibhit UP
317. Jansangharsh Manch Haryana
318. Janvikas Bachat Mandal Borsad Anand Gujarat
319. Jatadhari Banchao Andolan Odisha
320. Jhansi Hawker Union UP
321. Jharkhand Dalit Adhikar Manch
322. Jharkhand Nagrik Prayas, Ranchi
323. Jialla Buoda Katitu Kurishikara Chikkamagalur Karnataka
324. Jyoti Mahila Samiti Bhubaneswar
325. Kaimur Kshetra Mazdur Kisan Mahila Sangharsh Samiti
326. Kalyan Bolangir
327. KAMERA Jodhpur Rajasthan
328. Kanpur Hawker Union UP
329. Kapda Hawkers Federation Palwal Haryana
330. Kapu Sanghsh Samaiti
331. Karai Dist Fisherwomen Federation
332. Karavalli Jan Abhiviruddhi Vedihike
333. Karbi Human Rights Watch (KHRW)
334. Karmawati Pal Memorial Society
335. KHOJ
336. Khoj Shahitya Sanskriti va Prakashit Mandal Bhandara Maharashtra
337. Kiran Center, Varanai
338. KIRTIDI
339. Kisan Mazdur Sangharsh Morcha
340. Kisan Morcha Bikaner Rajasthan
341. Kisan Sanggarsh Samiti Raisen
342. Kisan Sewa Samiti Mahasangh
343. Kisan Vikas Manch
344. Kolar Karnataka Gramaena Mahila Okkuta
345. Konkan Vinashkari Prakalp Virodhi Samiti Raigad Maharashtra
346. Koraput Odisha.
347. Koshish Kashimir
348. Koshish Ek Asha Sanasthan, Agra, U.P
349. Kota Heritage Society Rajasthan
350. Krishi Bhumi Bachao Moreha
351. Krishi Mandi Hawkers Union Udaipur Rajasthan
352. Krusi Vikas Sanjog Samitee Mahanga Cuttack Odisha
353. Kuidina Sanskrutik Manch Kandhamal Odisha
354. Kundra Kr Mishra Youth Forum Kamrup Assam
355. Laganj Hawker Union UP
356. LAMP, Guntr
357. Landesa
358. Life Education and Development Support. (LEADS)
359. Lok Bharti sewa Ashram, Basantpur- 11, Birpur, Supaul
360. Lok Chetana Samiti, Chiragang, Varanasi, U.P.
361. Lok Haqdi Moreha
362. Lok Kala Manch Ahmedabad Gujarat
363. Lok Manch
364. Lok Vikas Sansthan Alwar Rajasthan
365. Lokmukti Sangathan Jharsugud
366. Lokshahi Annabha Shathe Matang Sansthha Bhandara Maharashtra
367. Lord Buddha Shikshan santhan, Mau, U.P.
368. Love India
369. Lower Suketel Budi Anchal Sangrame Parishad Balangir
370. Loyola Institute of Social Research (LISoR) Tamil Nadu
371. Madad
372. Madhuvan Sewa Samiti Fatehpur Uttar Pradesh
373. Madhyama Pradesh Mahila Hawkers Union Bhopal
374. Madhya Pradesh Youth Hawkers Union Bhopal
375. Maharashtra Bahanjan Marvihakka Parishad Nashik Maharashtra
376. Maharashtra Rajya Suraksha Rakshak Kamgar Sanghatna Nagpur Maharashtra
377. Mahila Hawkers Federation Palwal Haryana
378. Mahila Hawkers Sangthan Chittodgarh Rajasthan
379. Mahila Hawkers Union Rajasmand Rajasthan
380. Mahila Samiti haryana
381. Mahila Surakshy Manch Nayagarh Odisha
382. Mahiti Adhikar Manch, Mumbai, Maharashtra
383. Majdoor Kisan Vikes Sansthan
384. Manab Adhikar Sangram Samiti (MASS)
385. Manav Vikas Sansthan, Manipur
386. Manithaneya Makkal Kachi
387. Manthan Kotri
388. Mapithel Dam Affected Villagers Organization (MDAVO) Manipur
389. Marashtra RTI Council
390. MARG
391. Maru Mat Mar Sarkar (My Vote My Government) Campaign
392. MARU Bikaner Rajasthan
393. Marumanarchi Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
394. Maternal Health Rights Campaign (MHRC) Madhya Pradesh
395. Matru Mangal Social Organisation Haridaspur Jajpur Odisha
396. Mayur Vihar Footpath Hawkers Kalyan Samiti Delhi
397. Mazdur Kisan Morecha
398. Mazdur Sangharsh Manch
400. Mewat Community Foundation Alwar Rajasthan
401. Mewat Vikas Shiksha Samiti
402. Millia Charitable trust Tiruchirappalli
403. Minar Get Hawkers Federation Palwal Haryana
404. Minorities Youth Collective
405. Mirzapur Hawker Union UP
406. MMSVS Alwar Rajasthan
407. Mohamad Sathak Trust
408. MP Jan Adhikar Manch
409. Mulsherji Nagar Hawkers Association
410. Mukti Niketan Mahasamund Chhattisgarh
411. Mulakshambha Jaipur
412. Multiple Action Research Group
413. Musahar Sewa Sansthan
415. N.M.C Evajdar Kamgar Sanghatna Nagpur Maharashtra
416. N.M.C Thekedar Kamgar Sanghatna Nagpur Maharashtra
417. Naam Tamilar Katchi
418. Nadi Ghati Morecha Raipur Chhattisgarh
419. Nadika Karignalimodigi Pathanamthitta Kerala
420. Nagaraj Bill Samarthan Manch Gujarat
421. Nalanda Gyandeep Foundation
422. NAMHHR
423. Nanding Nadi Surakshya Manch Gajapati Odisha
424. Nagal Sherpur
425. Nan
426. National Adivasi Alliance Coorg District Karnataka
427. National Alliance Group on Nomadic and Denotified Tribes
428. National Campaign for DNT Human Rights
429. National Campaign on Dalit Human Rights
430. National Church Mission Association
431. National Coalition for Abolition of Bonded Labour System (NCABL)
432. National Coalition For Strengthening Of POA Act
433. National Confederation of Dalit Adivasi Organisations (NACDAOR)
434. National Dalit Movement For Justice (NDMJ)
435. National Federation of Dalit land Rights Movements
436. National Federation of Dalit Women (NFDW)
437. National Fishworkers' Forum
438. National Forum for the Young at Risk
439. National Foundation for India
440. National Integration Society Nagpur Maharashtra
441. National Peace Group Ahmedabad
442. National Platform for the Rights of the Disabled (NPRD)
443. National Social Watch New Delhi
444. National Workers Welfare Trust
445. Nav Bhartiya Nari Vikas Samiti
446. Nav Jivan Foundation
447. NavjeevanSocial Welfare Society, Sitamarhi
448. NAWO
449. NCAS
450. NCDHR
451. NCDHR
452. Neheru Yuva Manch
453. New Hope India
454. Niali Vikash Manch Niali Cuttack Odisha
455. Nikhar Shiksha Samiti Jodhpur Rajasthan
456. Nine is Mine
457. Nirbhay trust, Parmanatpur
458. Nirbhaya Trust Jaunpur-Uttar Pradesh
459. Nirjatita Mahila Aikya Mancha
460. Nirman Sramik Sangathan Jagatsinghpur Odisha
461. NISWASS
462. Niward NGO - Omalur
463. Niyamgiri Surakshya Samitee Kalahandi Odisha
464. Nodal Centre of Excellence for Human Rights Education TISS
465. Nodal Centre of Excellence for Human Rights Education TISS
466. North East Network
467. Nyaya 'O' Santi Pratithha Manch Kandhamal Odisha
468. OAM
469. Odisha Adivasi Adhikar Abhiyan(Oaara)Bhubaneswar
470. Odisha Alliance for child rights
471. Odisha Ana-Sangathit Sramik Manch Bhubaneswar
472. Odisha Dalit Info Bureau (ODIB)
473. Odisha Gana Sanskruti Manch Bhubaneswar
474. Odisha Gotimukti Andolan
475. Odisha Soochana Adhikar Abhiyan
476. Odisha Sramajibi Adhikar Manch Bhubaneswar
477. Olpad Surat.
478. OMDC
479. ONAS
480. ONDEDE, Bangalore
481. Orissa Forum For Social Action Bhubaneswar
482. OROSA
483. OSAA
484. PACS, New Patliputra Colony, Patna
485. PACTI
486. Padcom
487. PAG-Participatory Action Group Lucknow Uttar Pradesh
488. PAJHRA
489. PALI-(People's Association for Liberty and Integration) Jajpur
490. Palli Sri Mahila Samiti
491. Panah Ashram
492. PAR Participatory Action Research
493. Parmanu Virodhi Morcha
494. Partners for Law in Development PLD
495. Parvati Bahuudeshiya Vikas Sanstha Goregaon
496. Parvati Bahuudeshiya Vikas Sanstha Goregaon
497. Parwar Ahmedabad
498. Paryavaran Sarvardhan Samiti Jaipur
499. Paryavaran Suraksha Samiti
500. Pasa Carangal
501. PEACE
502. PECUC
503. People Action for Development
504. People Protection Centre
505. People's Action for National Integration – PANI
506. People's Action for Rural Awakening (PARA)
507. People's Monitoring Committee
508. People's Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL)
509. People's Monitoring Committee Andhra Pradesh
510. People's Watch
511. Peoples Monitoring Committee
512. Peoples' Action for Development
513. Phulbani Suchana Adhikar Manch Kandhamal Odisha
514. PIPAR Dhenkanal
515. Piraita, PS - Sirdala, Nawada
516. Police Reforms Watch
517. Polur Block Federation For The Differently Abled
518. Power NGO- Kamhainallur
519. PPDC (Poor people Development Centre)
520. PPSS-Posco Pratirodha Sangram Samittee Dhinkia Jagatsingpur Odisha
521. Prachi Surakshya Samiti Kakatpur Puri Odisha
522. Pragati Jubak Sangha
523. Pragati Sundergarh
524. Pragatisila Mahila Manch Bhubaneswar
525. Prajasakti Vidyamangham
526. Prashant Ahmedabad
527. PRASTUTEE Koraput
528. Pratindhi
529. Pravasi Mithra (Emigrants Friend) Telugu Monthly Magazine
530. Prayas Jan Uthan Samiti
531. PRDTI
532. Project Swarajya
533. Proutist India
534. PSDF - Puducherry Slum Dwellers Federation Puducherry
535. PSVS Avanigadda
536. Puberun Centre for Social Justice Nitaipukhuri Sibsagar Assam
537. PUCL Allahabad
538. PUCL Surat
539. PUCL Telangana
540. Purva Bharati Educational Trust Jorhat Assam
541. Puthiya Alai Differently Abled Federation
542. Quill Foundation
543. Rachna Manch
544. RAHAT
545. Rahdi Patri Hawkers Federation, Palwal
546. Rajasmand Hawker Union
547. Rajdepur, Ghazipur
548. Rajdhani Basti Unnayan Parisada Bhubaneswar
549. Rajya Gaushala Sangh
550. RARE Sonepur
551. Rashmi Sanstha Sabarkantha Gujarat
552. Rashtriya Abhijiban Mahasangh
553. RCDC Bhubaneswar
554. Reachout Foundation
555. READ Centre
556. Real Foundation
557. Rehdi – Patri Hawkers Association Mallital Nainital Uttar Pradesh
558. RIDAM Varanasi
559. Right To Education Forum
560. Right to Food Forum
561. RIGHTS
562. Rihai Manch
563. River Basin Friends (NE) Akajan Dhemaji Assam
564. Rose Foundation
565. Roti Ka Sangharsh Sangthan Madhya Pradesh
566. RTH CARE
567. RTIFED
568. Rural Uplift Centre Nagercoil
569. Rural Volunteers Centre
570. Rural Workers Development Society
571. Rytu Swaraj Vedika
572. Sachetan Nagarik Mancha Kalahandi Odisha
573. Sadbhawana Footkiar Sabzi Vikranta Sangh Samiti Damoh Madhya Pradesh
574. Sadhna, Hyderabad
575. Safai Karmchari Andolan
576. Sahayog
577. Sahayogi Gramin Avam Shodh Sansthan, Kanpur Nagar
578. Sakar Bhubaneswar
579. SAKHA
580. Salesian Congregation General Council member Rome
581. Salima Gochha Catholic Church
582. Samagra Vikas
583. Samaj Seva Sansthan
584. Samajik Seva Sadan
585. Samarth
Samata Mines Minerals And People
Sambalpur
Sambhawana Trust Bihar
Samman Youth Forum Nashik Maharashtra
Samta Abhiyan, Uttarakhand.
Samudaik Kalyan Evam Vikas Sansthan
Samruka Prakalpa Pratirodha Sangram Samiti Brahmangiri Puri Odisha
Sanchetana
Sangharsh Samvad
Sangharsha Yuva Manch Nashik Maharashtra
SANJOG Bhubaneswar
Sankalp Jyoti
SARAUD Balliguda Kandhamal Odisha
SARC, Social Action Research Centre, Varanasi
Save Line Cuttack Odisha
Save Mon Region Federation (SMRF)
SC ST OBC & Minorities United Front Chhattisgarh
Scheduled Castes & Backward Classes Employees Federation
Sea Trust
Sebco
Sedcut Samaj
SEED, Society for Economic and environmental Development
Setu Centre For Social Knowledge And Action minesminerals & People
SEVA
SFDC Berhampur
Shadow, Joswai
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Disha Manch
Shahpura Sabzimandi Hawkers Union Shahpura Rajasthan
Shakti Mahila Mandal
Shala Mitra Sangh
Shashkiya Karmachari Sanghathna Nagpur Maharashtra
Shayog, Lucknow.
Shiksha samiti, Saharanpur.
Shramik Manch
Shrinath Hawkers Sangthan Nathdwara Rajasthan
SICHREM
Sikh Bazar Cuttack
Sittamata Social & Educational Organisation Nashik Maharashtra
SMAL Kanyakumari Tamil Nadu
Smriti Village Development Organization
SNEHA
Snehlata Organization, Amalapuram
Social Awareness Society for Youths (SASY) Tindivanam Tamil Nadu
Social Education And Environmental Development
Social Empowerment for Voluntary Action Nashik Maharashtra
Social Justice Forum Raipur Chhattisgarh
Social Justice Movement For Fast Justice
Social Watch – Tamil Nadu
Society for Community Organisation Trust
Society for Health Jodhpur Rajasthan
Sohan Chowk Hawkers Federation Palwal Haryana
Solidarity Committee for People’s Struggles
South Asian Network for Social & Agricultural Development(SANSAD)
South India Cell for Human Rights Education and Monitoring - SICHREM
SPANDHANA
SPWF
SR Abhiyan
Sramajibi Ekata Abhiyan Gajapati Odisha
SRAVANTI Chittoor A.P.
Sri Laldeo Meera Foundation
Sruti Disability Rights Centre
SUDAR
Sunajor Kutempa Sundargarh Odisha
SURAKSHITA, Ravulapalem
Swabhiman Andolan Ahmedabad
SWAN Trust Veeravanallu
652. Swapath Trust
653. Swaraj Abhiyan
654. SWATI
655. Tagore De rose education society
656. Tamil Eelam Refugee Rights Federation
657. Tamil Nadu Dalit Women's Forum
658. Tamil Nadu Federation of Women of Panchayat Presidents Government (TNFWPPG)
659. Tamil Nadu Muslim Munnetakazham
660. Tamil Nadu Women's Forum - Arnakonam
661. Tamil Nadu Women's Rights Protection Campaign
662. Tamil Nadu Womens Collective
663. Tamil National Liberation Movement Tamilnadu and
664. Tanumitra Students' Forum for Environment
665. Tarun Chetna Sansthan
666. Teesta and Sikkim Indigenous Lepcha Association
667. Telangana Domestic Workers Union
668. Thanthai Periyaar Dravidar Kazhagam
669. Thanthai Periyaar Dravidar Kazhagam
670. The Centre for Promotion of Social Concerns
671. The Collective Bhubaneswar
672. The Lawyers Collective
673. The National Alliance of Women (NAWO)
674. The Society for Social Uplift Through Rural Action (SUTRA)
675. Thula Food Wenders Kalyan Samiti Haldwani Uttarakhand
676. Tiruvannamalai District Federation For The Differently Abled
677. Towards Advocacy Networking and Developmental Action (TANDA) Mumbai
678. Tribal Associations for Fifth Schedule campaign
679. Tribal Research And Training Centre Chabas
680. Trust for Right to Education and Equity Aurangabad Bihar
681. Udaipur Thela Vyabsayi Ekta Sangthan Rajasthan
682. UJJS, Khadi, Tehri, Uttarakhand.
683. UMPA Ashok Nagar Bhubaneswar Odisha
684. United Artists' Association Ganjam
685. United Christian Forum
686. United Reformers Organization Bhopal (Centre for Reformation and Development
687. Upekshita Shikshan Vikas Pratishtan Nanded Maharashtra
688. Uraon-Kunux Samaj Pathalgaon
689. Urban Street Vendors Welfare Association Delhi
690. UTSHARGA
691. Uttar Pradesh Shramjivi Footpath Dookandar Hawker Union Lucknow UP
692. Uttrakhand Pariwartaan Party
693. Utranchal Development Institute Champavat Uttrakhand
694. Vaanmuhil
695. Vahid Foundation
696. VAJRA (NTDNT Women Organisation
697. Vajra Mahila Sangathan
698. Van Bagicha Samiti
699. Van Panchayat Sangarsh Morcha
700. Van Panchayat Sarpanch Sangthan Almora
701. Vastava
702. Vasundhara
703. VDS-NGO-Omalur
704. Vedanta Vissvavidyalaya Birodhi Sangharsh Samittee Puri Odisha
705. Video Volunteers
706. Viduthalai Sinthai
707. Vijayawada Society for Fast Justice
708. VIKALP
709. Vikash Munch
710. Vimarsh
711. Vimochana
712. Vindyachal Hawker Union UP
713. Vindyachal Mahila Footpath Dookandar Hawker Union UP
714. Vivekananda Hawker Kalyan Association Kolkata
715. Voluntary Action Network Indian (VANI)
716. Vyasa Yuva Sangathan Jaipur Road Jaipur Odisha
717. Wada Na Todo Abhiyan
Individual Endorsements:

742. Abhishek Ranjan, Independent Activist
743. Abinash Dus, Independent Activist
744. Adv. Khirod Rout, Lawyer
745. Advocate Rajahmundry Andhra Pradesh
746. Ajay Jena, Independent Activist
747. Ajay PS, Social Activist
748. Ajay Sunanda B, Independent Activist
749. Akhil Ranjan Dutta, Professor Gauhati University
750. Alina Tiphagne, Journalist
751. Amar Jesani, Researcher Public Health And Bioethics
752. Amit Sawan, Independent Activist
753. Amit, Lawyer
754. Amitabha Patra, Independent Activist
755. Anil Karki, Independent Activist
756. Anil Kumar Mourya, Independent Activist, Varanasi
757. Anil Singh Sisooona, Uttarakhand
758. Ananma Mathew, Independent Activist
759. Anu Abhyas Juth, Independent
760. Anusha Rastogi, Advocate
761. Anuradha Singh, Independent Activist
762. Arjun Narrani, Independent Activist
763. Ashwadhe Raividas, Darwespur Independent Activist
764. B.Muruganandan, Independent Activist
765. B.S. Panu, U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand
766. B. S. Panu, U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand
767. Badan Singh, Kotara, Kanpur Nagar
768. Banamali Choudhary, Women Rights Activist
769. Baraphya Hytlan, Independent Activist
770. Bhajaman Biswal, Individual Human Rights Defender
771. Bharat Jambucha, Independent Activist
772. Bhupendra Rautea, Journalist At Amar Ujala
773. Bhusan Singh Rajwar, Independent
774. Bibhu Prasad Mohanty, Independent Activist
775. Bidhan Debbhuma, Independent Activist
776. Bidyut Mohanty, Koraput. Odisha, Independent Activist
780. Bipin Barik, Independent Activist
781. Bipin Dutta, Independent Activist
782. Bishakha Bhanja, Independent Activist
783. Bishnu Bej, Independent Journalist
784. Biswanatha Patra, Mulakhamba Jagpur, Independent Activist
785. Bosco SJ, Social Activist
786. C. Lalruatfela (Vala), Voluntary Worker For Marginalised Community Mizoram
787. Champaupadhaya, Social Worker
788. Chanchalabisht, Social Worker
789. Chandan Dutta, Independent Activist
790. Chandrakala Parnala, Social Activist
791. Davendra Kumar, Independent Activist
792. Daya Shankar Patel, Varanasi, U.P.
793. Deelip Kumar, Ambedkar Nagar
794. Denesh Sagar, Amar Ujala
795. Dheepathak, Independent Activist
796. Dinesh Tirkey, Sundargarha
797. Dipmoni Gogoi, Independent Activist
798. Donald Miranda, S. J. Jesuit Priest
799. Dr R Akhileshwar, Journalist and Academic
800. Dr. Harapriya Samantaray, Berhampur University
801. Dr. M Solomon Bernard Shaw, Member Juvenile Justice Board Madurai.
802. Dr. Mira Shiva M.D, Individual Activist
803. Dr. Paul Newman, Bangalore University
804. Dr. Rajender Sharma, Social Activist
805. Dr. Vidhyut Joshi, Adjunct Professor, Gujarat Vidypith
806. Durai Murugan, Independent Researcher
807. Durga Prasad Padhi Malkangiri,
808. Edima Yaikhom, Social Activist
809. Emtiyaz Alam, Independent Researcher
810. Farbali Thaosen, Social Activist
811. Farida Pasco, Social Activist
812. Farid Abul, Lawyer
813. Gadadhur Pradhan, Social Activist
814. Gogamukh Dhemaji, Social Activist
815. Govind Rai, Social Activist
816. Govind Ram, Social Worker
817. Gutta Rohith, Social Activist
818. Haaqai, Social Activist
819. Harsh Dholal, Journalist
820. Helam Hailip, Social Activist
821. Jagdish, Social Activist
822. Jagdish, Social Activist
823. Jayant Bhoi, Social Activist
824. Jayas Mavely, Social Activist
825. Jaynie N. Sangma, Social Activist Garo Hills Meghalaya
826. Jeevan Chandra, Social Activist
827. Jenpu Rongmei, Social Activist
828. Johanna Lokhande, Freelance Consultant, Documentation
829. John Dayal, Independent Expert
830. John Tharakan, Psychologist
831. Jose Kunnel, Social Activist
832. Jugal Kishor Ranjit, Social Activist
844. Jyoti Prakash Brahma, Social Activist
845. K Joshi, Human Rights Defender
846. K.K Bora, Independent Activist
847. K.Onil, Social Activist
848. Kalandi Mallik, Social Activist
849. Kalpana Mehta, Individual Expert
850. Kalu Singh, Social Activist
851. Kamal Mitra Chenoy, Professor, JNU Delhi
852. Kashar Rana, Social Activist
853. Kavita Srivastava, Peoples Union For Civil Liberties, Rajasthan
854. Keshar Joshi, Journalist
855. Kisan Pattnaik Social Activist
856. Kalandi Mallik, Social Activist
857. Krishna Rajbansi, Social Activist
858. Kulakanta Dandasena, Salima Gochha Catholic Church
859. Lalmuamphua Punde, Social Activist
860. Lalsiampuii, Social Activist
861. Lomhom Tangha, Social Activist
862. Md. Mustafa, Independent Activist
863. M. Paliwal, Journalist
864. M. Radhakrishnan Social Activist
865. Murali Dhara Patra, Human Rights Defender
866. Muthukumar, Activist
867. Nishi Yadav, Lawyer
868. Oliullah Laskar, Advocate Gauhati High Court
869. Parvathisht, Independent Activist
870. Pradeep Sahu, Independent Activist
871. Prahulla Samantara, Independent Activist
872. Prakash Mohanty, Secondary School Teachers Association
873. Prasanta Kumar Gantayat, Odisha Bhaskar
874. Rama Prasad, Independent Activist
875. Ramesh Singh, Social Activist
876. Ramesh Khandekar, Journalist
877. Ramesh Ravi, Independent Activist
878. Ravindra Pratap Singh, Independent Activist
879. Ratan Lal Kainty, Independent Activist
880. Radhakrishna, Social Activist
881. Rajendra Prasad, Social Activist
882. Ramakrishna Prasad, Independent Activist
883. Ramchandran, Independent Activist
884. Rameshwar Rai, Social Activist
885. Rameshwar Pratap Singh, Social Activist
886. Ramu P, Social Activist
887. Ramu Prasad, Social Activist
888. Ramu Prasad, Social Activist
889. Ramulal Prasad, Independent Activist
890. Rameshwar Pratap Singh, Social Activist
891. Rameshwar Pratap Singh, Social Activist
892. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
893. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
894. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
895. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
896. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
897. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
898. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
899. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
900. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
901. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
902. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
903. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
904. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
905. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
906. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
907. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
908. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
909. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
910. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
911. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
912. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
913. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
914. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
915. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
916. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
917. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
918. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
919. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
920. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
921. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
922. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
923. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
924. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
925. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
926. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
927. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
928. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
929. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
930. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
931. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
932. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
933. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
934. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
935. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
936. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
937. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
938. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
939. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
940. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
941. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
942. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
943. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
944. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
945. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
946. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
947. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
948. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
949. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
950. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
951. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
952. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
953. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
954. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
955. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
956. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
957. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
958. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
959. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
960. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
961. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
962. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
963. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
964. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
965. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
966. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
967. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
968. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
969. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
970. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
971. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
972. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
973. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
974. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
975. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
976. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
977. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
978. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
979. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
980. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
981. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
982. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
983. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
984. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
985. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
986. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
987. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
988. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
989. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
990. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
991. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
992. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
993. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
994. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
995. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
996. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
997. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
998. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
999. Ranjan Dasgupta, Independent Activist
910. Priya Pillai, Social Environmental Activist
911. Prof Babu Mathew, Professor, National Law School Of India University, Bangalore.
912. Punam Kumari, Dehradun. Independent Activist
913. Puroshottam Sarma, Bindukhatta, Lalkuwan
914. Pushkar Raj, Independent
915. Pushpa Achanta, Writer/ Journalist /Activist
916. Pushpa Joshi, Advocate High Court
917. Pushpa Panu, Uttarakhanda.
918. Pushpica Baa, Independent Activist
919. Qiiullah Laskhar, Independent Activist
920. R. Dhanapal, Independent Activist
921. R. Raja, Independent Activist
922. Rabindra Rajbansh, Independent Activist
923. Rajavelu, Independent Activist
924. Rajeev Lochan Rath, Journalist
925. Rajesh Jhunkar, Journalist
926. Rajesh Kumar, Allahabad UP
927. Rajeshwati Devi, Uttarhand
928. Raju Narzary, Social Activist Kokrajhar Assam
929. Ram Dular, Activist
930. Ramakanta Behura, Consultant
931. Randular Ram, Independent Activist
932. Ramesh Singh, Independent Activist
933. Rannath Thakur, Independent Activist
934. Ranjana Singh, Social Worker
935. Rasmi Ranjan Jena, Advocate.
936. Ravendra Pandey, Independent Activist
937. Ravi Kumar Rayudu, Social Activist
938. Rimbi Rangpipi, Social Activist
939. Ritu Brahma, Social Activist
940. Rohit Joshi, Journalist
941. Roshmi Goswami, Doctor
942. Rumita Kundu, Social Activist
943. Rupkasem Beypi, Social Activist
944. S. L. Ngursailova Sailo, Social Activist
945. S. Vichwanath, Independent Activist
946. Sala Marandi, Social Activist
947. Saloni.Suculung, Social Activist
948. Sameer Tettee, Social Activist
949. Samhita Barooah, Independent Researcher
950. Sangita Debbarma, Social Activist
951. Sankar Pani, Independent Lawyer
952. Santosh Rana, Uttarakhand. Social Activist
953. Sanyasi Behera, Independent Research & Social Work
954. Saraswati Davi, Independent Social Activist
955. Saroj Kumar Suna, Lawyer
956. Sasi KP, Social Activist
957. Sebastian Poomattam, Fr, Independent
958. Seenu Thanizthmani, Independent
959. Shabeena Bano, Badagaon, Social Activist
960. Sham Rajesh, Independent Activist
961. Shamnugam Rajesh, Independent Activist
962. Sherbahadur Gautam, Jaipur UP, Social Activist
963. Shibaji Debbarma, Social Activist
964. Shenik Shah, Environment Activist
965. Shi Ram Gautam, Gazipur Social Activist
966. Shnuth V, Doctoral Student
967. Shyam Sundar, Independent Activist
968. Simpree Singh, Independent Activist
969. Sowmyra V, Social Worker
970. Sreenadh P T, Independent Expert
971. Sri Mukul Phukan,
972. Subha (Sadhana), Independent Activist
973. Subhash Joshi, Independent Activist
974. Sudarshan Chhotray, Journalist
975. Sudarshan Das, HDF
976. Sudha Goparaj, Social Activist
977. Sugeet Pathakji, Social Worker
978. Suman Rani Tripathy, Bhubaneswar Activist
979. Suryamal Boudh, Gazipur
980. Susanta Kumar Pradhan, Journalist
981. Swapan Singha, Independent Development Worker, Assam
982. Tahimy Y, Activist
983. Tanbention Noatia, Independent Activist
984. Thangbom Tangha, Independent Activist
985. Thanglong Mangha, Independent Activist
986. Theresa Achary Joseph, PSVS Avanigadda
987. Thomas Rajkumar Santiago, Working In The Field Of Empowering Children And Women
988. Uma Sankari Nedumaran, Independent Activist
989. Uma V Chandru, wss
990. Valay Singh Rai, Independent Journalist & Child Rights Activist
991. Vidyut Joshi, Ph.D, Gujarat Vidyapith
992. Vikas Dubey, Indian Institute Of Technology Kanpur
993. Vimala, Social Worker
994. Vinod Kumar Ranjan, Independent Activist
995. Vinodrana, Independent Activist
996. Vishnudeo Ram, Independent Activist
997. Vrinda Grover, Senior Counsel
998. William Nicholas Gomes, Social Activist
999. Yendluri Sudhakar, Social Activist,
1000. Zakir Husan, Independent Activist
1001. Ziaul Hason, Rajdepur, Ghazipur, Independent Activist